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Spa Furnishings by
R

Lydia Sarfati is an internationally recognized skin care expert and founding President of Repêchage® Skin Care Company. With over
30 years of experience as an esthetician, spa owner, manufacturer and consultant, Lydia Sarfati has contributed to the elevation of the
esthetics field in the U.S. and abroad. She was also the founding President of EMDA (Esthetics Manufacturer and Distributor Alliance) and
board member of PBA (Professional Beauty Association). Lydia Sarfati is an active member of numerous industry associations and is
the honorary chair of EstheticsAmerican and CIDESCO USA. Lydia Sarfati is also author of Success at Your Fingertips: How to
Succeed in The Skincare Business.

“Constantly working with spa and salon owners around the
world, I have always been asked for recommendations on spa
furniture. Until now, I haven’t been able to recommend specific
pieces with confidence.

Belvedere approached me regarding the development of a line
of spa furniture. I looked forward to working with Belvedere, an
industry leader with over 80 years of experience in the salon and
spa furniture business. I knew we could work together to make
spa furniture that I would be completely comfortable with and
proud of. We have partnered together to make a quality line of
spa furniture that will exceed the needs of the spa owner as
well as the customers.”
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LYDIA SARFATI
3 IN 1 SPA

The spa’s unique back rest starts in an
upright position and has 90 degrees of
travel to a horizontal position for facials.

A pedicure, manicure and facial are all
possible on this unique spa
With the increased ability to perform multiple services,
the spa can increase bookings and profits.
Additional Colors Available

Chair swivels for easy entry/egress
and has a self-aligning feature to
hold the chair in proper straight
forward position for treatments.

Customer operated multi-function
wand controls heat, type of
massage, intensity, speed and
time of massage.

Multi-function push button controls
under the right side armrest are easy

Auto-Sanitizing System

to reach for the technician.

Disinfects between clients and end of
day use. The system injects a

Easily accessible storage

measured amount of Belvedere Fresh

area for Belvedere Fresh.

disinfectant into the spa’s circulating
system that includes the drain, bowl
and jets. Belvedere Fresh is an
EPA registered disinfectant,
virucidal and
fungicidal that is
effective against
a wide range of
viruses and
bacteria.
Disinfectant is introduced into the spa circulating
system and flows through the pipes and bowl for
a thorough cleaning

Removable pillow with mp3
pocket in back
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“I’ve spent countless hours in spas around the world,

and no matter where I am, clients ask, “How long”,

not “how much.” They want to have multiple services
completed in the most efficient way. My 3 in 1 Spa allows
for a pedicure, manicure and facial to take place all at the
same time.”
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Comfortable wings hold manicure
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LYDIA SARFATI
TASK CHAIR
This stylish task chair can
accompany both facial bed
and spa.
Additional Colors Available

trays easily for a full manicure.
Trays remove for easy cleaning.

Bowl cover and leg
support included.
Footrest adjusts in height and
length for client comfort.
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LYDIA SARFATI
TUNNEL STOOL
TASK CHAIR
This chair is essential to the 3 in 1 spa
and allows the technician to perform the
facial behind the back of the chair.

Exclusive Belvedere cast iron
bowl with durable porcelain

Additional Colors Available

enamel stain resistant finish
and easy to operate jet and
drain controls

Easy to remove jet nozzles, drain
and overflow caps enable
thorough cleaning.
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LYDIA SARFATI
STEP STOOL

The perfect step stool for helping the
client into and out of the spa.
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LYDIA SARFATI
HOT TOWEL
CABINET

The interior remains a constant
temperature of approximately 170º F.
A second towel rack is optional.
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LYDIA SARFATI
MULTI-PURPOSE
FACIAL BED
This multi-purpose facial bed can be used for massages
and body therapies including waxing.
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LYDIA SARFATI
SANITIZER

This sanitizer unit uses ultra
violet rays for sterilization of bacteria
on glass pipes, brushes and scissors.

Versatile and Adaptable
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LYDIA SARFATI
FACIAL TROLLEY

This lightweight bed includes an
electric lift of 33”, a manual incline/
decline and a heat pad for extra client
comfort. The bed is light enough for

A functional storage unit that will
complement any salon décor.

the smallest technician to move around
the spa as needed. Flat, the bed
will extend from
22-1/2” to 33”
maximum, and the
back raises to 63”.
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“ I didn’t want a technician to have to call three

handymen to move the bed around. Not only a
beautiful design, this bed is lightweight, comfortable

and functional. Those are things that are very important
to me.”

A complete line of accessories available for the spa professional

